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DEFINING OVERCRIMINALIZATION THROUGH COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS:
THE EXAMPLE OF CRIMINAL COPYRIGHT LAWS

Geraldine Szott Moohr

As this conference and the papers presented here illustrate, the issue of overcriminalization has moved beyond the critique of economic and regulatory crimes with which it began into mainstream commentary on criminal law. Scholars now routinely link overcriminalization to such significant issues as the increased discretion of federal prosecutors, federalization of criminal law, notice problems in view of the breadth and vagueness of offenses, use of civil standards in evaluating criminal conduct, and debate over the consequentialist justification for criminal laws. Associating these trends with overcriminalization, however,
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provides a description rather than a definition of the term. The absence of a definition makes it difficult to determine whether and how the propensity of Congress to enact criminal laws contributes to those issues.

On a practical level, without a working definition, we fall victim to the I know it when I see it syndrome. This syndrome allows those who oppose certain legislation to give it the negative label of overcriminalization whenever they do not like a new law. Conversely, advocates of a new criminal law can defend legislation even when it may be unnecessary or ineffective. Without a functional definition of the term, new crimes cannot be evaluated to determine on which side of the divide they fall.

Current efforts to control the unlawful use of copyrighted material through criminal laws illustrate the I know it when I seen it syndrome. Proponents of using criminal law to protect the interests of those who hold copyrights view criminalization as a natural evolution an inevitable recognition of the economic value of music, films, and other copyrighted material and the harm that infringers can cause. Others view these changes as an inappropriate extension of the reach of criminal law that threatens the public s right to use copyrighted material lawfully. Which view is more accurate? In order to determine whether the new laws overcriminalize we need to have a clear sense of what the concept means.

In this essay, I suggest that a law overcriminalizes when the costs of treating conduct as a crime exceed the benefits of the new criminal law. This suggestion employs cost-benefit analysis, a methodology more usually associated with administrative law. I use new criminal

---

*Law*, 100 Mich. L. Rev. 505 (2001) (explaining that criminal law covers far more conduct than any jurisdiction could punish and that it makes such conduct criminal many times over).
infringement statutes as a foil for consideration of this proposed definition. Part One introduces the cost-benefit analysis methodology and generally describes how it is used in the legislation of social policy. In Part Two, after briefly reviewing the policy underlying copyright law and sketching the new criminal copyright offenses, I identify the benefits and costs of criminalizing copyright infringement for personal use and evaluate the analysis. As this exercise indicates, the value of a cost-benefit exercise is that it accounts for all foreseeable consequences of criminalizing the conduct at issue, categorizing them as costs or benefits. This rather common sense method provides at least a preliminary answer to whether a proposed criminal law confers a net benefit on the community as a whole. Part Three treats the prospects for and limitations of using cost-benefit analysis to define overcriminalization and its use in criminal legislation.

I. Cost-Benefit Analysis

Economists devised cost-benefit analysis as a method to evaluate whether decisions would increase social welfare. Reduced to a simple conception, cost-benefit analysis is a method of comparing the advantages and disadvantages of a proposal in order to determine if it is a worthwhile expenditure of resources. The methodology requires an accurate accounting of advantages and disadvantages and a consideration of projected costs as well as anticipated

---

2 See E.J. Mishan, Cost-Benefit Analysis: An Introduction 7 (1971) (noting that economists ask whether society as a whole will be made better off by undertaking this project rather than not undertaking it). As Professor Ezra Mishan explains, the criteria imply a concept of social betterment that implicates a Pareto improvement. That is, the project must be capable of producing an excess of benefits so that everyone in the community could, by a costless redistribution of the gains, be made better off. See id. at 316-21. Under the Kalder-Hicks variation of the Pareto principle, the test is whether gainers will be able to more than compensate the losers. See John R. Hicks, The Foundations of Welfare Economics, 49 Econ. J. 696, 698 (1939); Nicholas Kaldor, Welfare Propositions of Economics and Interpersonal Comparisons of Utility, 49 Econ. J. 549 (1939).
benefits. The purpose of analyzing the costs and benefits of a proposed government project or administrative regulation is to ascertain whether the community as a whole would be better off by undertaking the project. The inquiry is driven by the understanding that what counts as a benefit or a loss to a part of the community to one or more persons, or groups does not necessarily count as a benefit or loss to the entire community. The ultimate judgment about a proposed change in the law will depend on how the community defines the social benefit it seeks.

At least in theory, that same calculation guides the development of criminal law: if the conduct is a crime, the entire community should be better off by treating it as such. The community benefits by the prevention of harm that is effected by punishing and stigmatizing those who break the laws. In recent years, Congress, courts, and commentators have tended to justify criminal laws by invoking, as a consequence of treating conduct as criminal, the benefit of preventing harm. Although criminal law also rests on moral foundations, this utilitarian

---

3 See Mishan, supra note 2, at 6-7.

4 Id.


6 Generally, the moral basis of criminal law is an imperative to exact retribution or just deserts for committing an immoral act or for the immoral act of causing harm. See Peter Arnella, Convicting the Morally Blameless: Reassessing the Relationship Between Legal and Moral
justification of punishment has strong roots in criminal theory. Jeremy Bentham, the father of utilitarian decision-making principles, urged that criminal penalties are appropriate only when they do not produce a greater harm than they would have prevented.7 Thus, to evaluate a decision to treat conduct as criminal, it is useful to consider the consequentialist justification on its own terms: does a law produce a net social benefit? Another reason cost-benefit analysis has special resonance in white collar crimes is that those offenses may also be deterred through tort actions and administrative enforcement, as well as through criminal laws. In the specific case of intellectual property law, the community benefit is quite specifically defined through its decidedly utilitarian bargain between authors and the public. For all these reasons, analyzing criminal copyright laws through a cost-benefit analysis is appropriate.8

In its normative guise, especially when a decision can be reduced to monetary considerations, a cost-benefit analysis leads inexorably to a decision on the merits of a proposal.9 An alternate vision of cost-benefit analysis eschews the normative cast and uses the result of the analysis as one factor to be considered in the final decision. This variation of cost-benefit analysis, in which decisionmakers are free to reject the normative force of the analysis, is the

7 Jeremy Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, in The Utilitarians 166 (Dolphin Books 1961) (1789) (Punishment should not be inflicted [w]here it is unprofitable; or too expensive; where the mischief it would produce would be greater than what it prevented. ).

8 For recent commentary on the application of cost-benefit analysis to criminal law, see generally Darryl Brown, Cost-Benefit Analysis in Criminal Law, 92 Cal. L. Rev. 323 (2004).

form of cost-benefit analysis recommended here, for the reasons discussed below. Cost-benefit analysis, even in this soft form, is advantageous because the decision encourages transparent and informed decisions.¹⁰

II. Applying a Cost-Benefit Analysis to Criminal Copyright Laws

A cost-benefit analysis of a criminal law proceeds through three stages. In the first stage, costs, or negative consequences, are identified. The second stage identifies benefits, or positive consequences, of enforcing the statute. In the third stage, decisionmakers assign weights to the costs and benefits and balance them against one another. The following discussion adheres to that outline after briefly reviewing the doctrinal basis of intellectual property law and the new offenses.

A. A Primer on Copyright Policy and the New Criminal Copyright Laws

Technological developments like digitization and broadband make copyrighted material increasingly vulnerable to unauthorized use, and copyright holders have not been shy about seeking the protection of federal criminal law.¹¹ Responding to this pressure, Congress created


¹¹ The new criminal infringement offenses are part of two general trends. First, Congress has used criminal law to protect a wide range of information products, confidential business information, trade secrets, and copyrighted material. Second, the criminal copyright initiatives are part of a broader trend to extend more protection to copyright holders. For a summary of changes in copyright law, see generally David Nimmer, Codifying Copyright Comprehensively, 51 UCLA L. REV. 1233 (2004). On the use of criminal law to regulate use of information and intellectual property, see Geraldine Szott Moohr, The Crime of Copyright Infringement: An Inquiry Based on Morality, Harm, and Criminal Theory, [hereinafter The Crime of Copyright Infringement] 83 BOSTON U. L. REV. 731 (2003); Geraldine Szott Moohr, The Problematic Role
the two new crimes that are analyzed here.\textsuperscript{12} The enthusiasm for using criminal law in copyright matters is a significant change in Congress past treatment of that body of law. As recently as 1985, the Supreme Court cited Congress caution about imposing criminal penalties for commercial, competitive infringement when it declined to treat infringement as theft for purposes of the National Stolen Property Act.\textsuperscript{13} Since then, Congress has moved in the opposite direction.

1. National Copyright Policy

Whether criminal penalties are an appropriate way to deal with copyright infringement

---

\textsuperscript{12} Congress also increased the penalties of copyright crimes. Commercial copying was traditionally treated as a misdemeanor that applied only to certain kinds of copyrighted material. By 1992, a series of amendments had converted that misdemeanor, which applied only to specific kinds of copyrighted material, into a felony that applied to any type of copyrighted material. The maximum penalty for first offenders is now five years or three years, depending on the charge. See 18 U.S.C. § 2319 (providing graded penalties for criminal copyright infringement); see also U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual § 2B5.3(2004).

The offenses are a predicate act for purposes of RICO and money laundering, both of which can significantly increase the penalty. See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(1) (Money Laundering); 18 U.S.C. § 1963(a) (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act).

Other recently-enacted offenses target related conduct. See e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 2319A (barring unauthorized fixation of and trafficking in sound recordings and music videos of live musical performances); 18 U.S.C. § 2318 (barring trafficking in counterfeit labels for phonorecords and copies of motion pictures or other audiovisual works); 18 U.S.C. § 2320 (barring trafficking in counterfeit goods or services).

\textsuperscript{13} See Dowling v. United States, 473 U.S. 207, 223-26 (1985) (explaining that congressional decisions to impose felony penalties on copyright infringers were deliberate and cautious).
depends on whether the strategy confers a net social benefit, which is found in intellectual property policy. National copyright policy is grounded in the Constitution, which instructs Congress to enact laws that give authors certain rights in their work for a limited time for the purpose of promoting progress.\textsuperscript{14} The Constitutional mandate expresses a two-fold purpose: to encourage authors to create expressive material and to provide public access to that material. Copyright law is thus a means to an end, rather than an end in itself.\textsuperscript{15} In this bargain authors receive a monopoly right for a limited number of years and the public receives free access when that term of protection expires.\textsuperscript{16} Creators of expressive material are given the right to control, and thus profit from, the copyrighted material for the limited term. The right to control is not absolute, however. The public has access to material that is not protected,\textsuperscript{17} and may use protected material in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{18} Despite this inherent tension between the interests

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{14} U.S. CONST. art I, § 8, cl. 8. The First Amendment also plays a role in copyright doctrine, preventing the rights granted authors from restricting the free speech rights of the public. \textit{See generally} Neil Weinstock Netanel, \textit{Locating Copyright Within the First Amendment Skein}, 54 STAN. L. REV. 1 (2001).
  \item \textsuperscript{15} \textit{See} Feist Publs, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., Inc., 499 U.S. 340, 351 (1991) (stating that copyright law assures authors rights in order to achieve a constitutional objective); Sony Corp. v. Universal Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984) (stating that granting rights to authors is a means by which an important public purpose may be achieved.).
  \item \textsuperscript{17} \textit{See} Feist, 499 U.S. at 349-51 (distinguishing between expression, which is protected, and facts and ideas, which are not).
\end{itemize}
of the public and copyright holders, the paramount purpose of copyright law is to secure a public benefit.

2. The New Criminal Infringement Offenses

Criminal law has played a limited role in protecting copyrighted material. Although willful copying for profit has been a crime since 1897, criminal infringement applied only to those who copied for commercial, competitive purposes. Unlike civil copyright law, the criminal provision required that the infringement be undertaken for profit, reflecting the purpose of criminal enforcement to protect copyright holders from unlawful competition. The No Electronic Theft Act of 1997 (NET) alters this scheme by eliminating the financial motive requirement and expanding the definition of financial gain.


21 In 1976, the term, for profit, was altered. The new statute reads: Any person who infringes a copyright wilfully . . . for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain. 17 U.S.C. 506(a)(1). The new language retained the element of an economic motive. See MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 15.01(B)(1); Loren, supra note 19, at 841 (emphasizing that the 1976 formulation did not change the requirement of a financial motive).

22 17 U.S.C. §506(a)(2) ( Any person who infringes a copyright willfully . . . by the reproduction or distribution, including by electronic means, during any 180-day period, of 1 or more copies or phonorecords of 1 or more copyrighted works, which have a total retail value of more than $1,000, shall be punished . . . ).
The second new statute criminalizes conduct that, although it is not infringing, may lead to infringement. Taking advantage of technology, copyright holders protect digital material by encoding digitized products with electronic instructions that restrict unauthorized use. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA) essentially protects the codes that protect copyrighted material by barring the sale and distribution of technology that can circumvent the protective electronic codes. This law has the odd result of keeping decryption tools out of the hands of those who have a right to copy the protected material.

Congress shows every sign of continuing to use criminal laws to protect the interests of copyright holders. In the 108th Congress, the House passed a bill making it a felony to offer copyrighted works in a digital format for others to copy and to use a camcorder in movie theaters. Numerous other bills have been introduced, including one that would add

---------------------------------------

The NET defines financial gain to include the receipt or expectation or receipt, of anything of value, including the receipt of other copyrighted works. 17 U.S.C. § 101. See A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004, 1015 (9th Cir. 2001) (stating that trading infringing copies of a work for other items, including the receipt of other copyrighted works, meets the definition of a financially motivated transaction under the NET).

These measures, especially coding that limits consumers' use of material they have purchased, has provoked significant controversy. See e.g., LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE AND OTHER LAWS OF CYBERSPACE (1999); Julie E. Cohen, Copyright and the Jurisprudence of Self-Help, 13 BERKELEY TECH. L. J. 1089 (1998).

17 U.S.C. § 1204 (providing criminal penalties for willful violation of sections 1201(a), 1201(b), and 1202). See United States v. Elcom, 203 F. Supp. 2d 1111 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (discussing access and use provisions); see also Yen, supra note 18, at 668-679 (reviewing the DMCA and the issues it raises).

See Elcom, 203 F. Supp. 2d at 1134-35.

See Piracy Deterrence and Education Act of 2004, H.R. 4077, 108th Cong. 2d Sess. (purpose of the law is to provide enhanced criminal enforcement of the copyright laws and to educate the public about the application of copyright law to the Internet).
the crime of attempted criminal infringement.27

Do these new laws overcriminalize? The new copyright crimes present a closer question than those offenses that are the usual target of overcriminalization critics, such as economic and regulatory offenses.28 Unlike the moral offenses that were also the target of early critics, infringing a copyright is freighted with some degree of immorality,29 and punishing immoral conduct is a traditional justification for criminal law. Similarly, unlike victimless crimes, copyright infringement imposes harm on those who hold copyrights and on national copyright policy. Moreover, one index that signals overcriminalization federalizing state crimes does not exist here because copyright laws are well within Congress purview. We must also recognize that criminal law necessarily evolves to prevent emerging harms to lawful interests.30


A criminal attempt provision may weaken or eliminate a defense to criminal infringement. Congruent with civil copyright law, prosecutors must establish that a valid copyright exists, allowing defendants to argue that the material at issue was not subject to copyright law. Federal courts have interpreted attempt law, however, so that the government need prove only that the defendant thought the material was subject to copyright. See United States v. Hsu, 155 F.3d 189, 200-03 (3d Cir. 1998) (eliminating the defense of legal impossibility which allowed defendants to argue that the information at issue was not subject to trade secret law because it was not a trade secret).

28 In some ways copyright crime is similar to white collar regulatory offenses. The copyright statute confers rights and obligations, creates a complex administrative scheme that is overseen by a government agency, and authorizes enforcement through private causes of action.

29 See Moohr, Crime of Copyright Infringement, supra note 11, at 765 (noting the immorality of cheating the copyright holder and disobeying the law).

30 See Rollin M. Perkins & Ronald N. Boyce, Criminal Law 289-91 (3d ed. 1982) (noting that criminal law necessarily changes as misdeeds, once regarded as only mildly wrong,
Notwithstanding such preliminary evaluations, a cost-benefit exercise requires more than abstract intuitions, and the following discussion analyzes specific benefits and costs of criminal infringement laws.

**B. The Benefits of Criminal Copyright Infringement**

1. **The Benefit of Preventing Harm**

   Infringement imposes two types of related harms: harm to the copyright holder and harm to the national policy of encouraging creative effort. Infringement harms the financial interests of copyright holders by depriving them of their statutory right to act as the sole distributor of copyrighted material and thus to receive income from sales and licenses. Creative artists are less likely to spend time and money creating products if they cannot earn a profit, which undermines the intellectual property policy embodied in the Constitution and in copyright law. Deterring infringement makes it more likely that authors will profit from their work, thus strengthening their motivation to produce original expressive material and furthering one of the goals of intellectual property law, which is to provide an incentive to create new products. Thus it is important on both counts to prevent unlawful copying, and one effect of criminal enforcement is that it deters the banned conduct. Even so, the benefit of deterrence may not be as great as anticipated and it may not exceed the costs of treating infringement as a crime.

   **a. Identifying the Harm to Copyright Holders**

   People who make their music files available to others over the Internet and those who
download files are subject to criminal liability if the statutory monetary threshold is reached.\textsuperscript{31}

File sharing, which allows people to obtain copyrighted music and movies for free, is the driving force behind current criminal law initiatives and accordingly is used here as a basis for discussing the cost-benefit analysis approach. Bear in mind, however, that the new crimes apply to all kinds of copyrighted material whether or not digitized files and the Internet are involved.

Holders of copyrights in music claim to have lost billions of dollars because of file-sharing.\textsuperscript{32} Notwithstanding these claims, the reasons for declining sales in the recording industry are disputed by industry insiders and commentators.\textsuperscript{33} Moreover, new independent studies by

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{31} File sharers violate the criminal copyright provision if they copy or distribute at least $1000 worth of copyrighted material within 180 days. 17 U.S.C. § 506(a)(2). At current prices of CDs, that amounts to about 500 songs. See Loren, \textit{supra} note 19. In the rubric of copyright law, those who download files are viewed as having copied them; those who make files available for others to use are viewed as having distributed them.


\textsuperscript{33} For a review of the debate regarding the reasons for declining music sales, see Moohr, \textit{The Crime of Copyright Infringement}, \textit{supra} note 11, at 754-55 (summarizing other causes of declining music sales, such as market saturation, high prices, changing consumer preferences, increased sales because of sampling, and competing entertainments such as cable television and computer games).

In any case, the decline seems to have abated somewhat. In the first half of 2004, record sales rose by 10.2% over the preceding year. Because downloading music continued apace during this period, the increase in sales indicates that the music industry may be able to coexist with the Internet. See Daniel Gross, \textit{Does a Free Download Equal a Lost Sale?} N.Y.\textsc{times}, Nov. 21, 2004, § 3 at 4; Ethan Smith, \textit{Music Industry Fears Bad Tidings in Slowing CD Sales}, \textit{Wall St. J.}, Nov. 19, 2004 at B1 (noting sales had slowed since August 2004).

In a study completed in October, 2003, Wharton School economists found that on average one downloaded song would reduce purchases of 0.2 copies of that song, which is a small to moderate effect. See RAFAEL ROB & JOEL WALDFOGEL, PIRACY ON THE HIGH C’S: MUSIC DOWNLOADING, SALES DISPLACEMENT, AND SOCIAL WELFARE IN A SAMPLE OF COLLEGE STUDENTS 28 (Nat l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 10874, 2004) (suggesting that to successfully measure the effect of unpaid music downloads would require the surveys of individuals music purchases and music downloads), available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w10874 (on file with author).

David Blackburn at Harvard University finds that downloading causes a greater loss of sales for well-known artists while it may increase sales for unknown artists. On balance, he finds the impact of downloading on purchases quite significant because greater purchases of works by well-known artists outweigh purchases of works by unknown artists. See generally David Blackburn, On-line Piracy and Recorded Music Sales 1 (2004) (concluding that thirty percent fewer on-line files would have increased music sales in 2003 by about ten percent), available at http://kuznets.fas.harvard.edu/~dblackburn/papers/blackburn_fs.pdf (on file with author).

Stan Liebowitz of the School of Management at the University of Texas at Dallas provides a rich discussion of complexities in the downloading issue. See Stan Liebowitz, Will MP3 Downloads Annihilate the Record Industry?: The Evidence So Far, in 15 ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INNOVATION, AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 229 (Gary D. Liecap ed., 2004); see also A. Zentner, Measuring the Effect of Online Music Piracy on Music Sales, (University of Chicago Working Papers, 2003) (finding that the usage of file sharing networks reduces the probability of purchasing music by thirty percent), available at http://home.uchicago.edu/~alezentn/musicindustrynew.pdf.

because not every downloader would have bought the CD on which the song is recorded. If file sharing did not cause the observed drop in music sales, then making the conduct criminal is not a solution to the problem, and to the extent that file sharing had only a small effect on sales, the justification for criminal law loses force. Thus, criminal infringement laws are unlikely to prevent the lost sales the industry claims is caused by file-sharing.

b. Social Norms About File Sharing

As anyone who has discussed the matter with a file sharer knows, the community has not yet embraced a shared social norm about the immorality of using copyrighted material for personal use.\textsuperscript{35} When file sharers were asked in February, 2004, whether they cared about the copyright status of music they downloaded, fifty-eight per cent answered no.\textsuperscript{36} Although there is some evidence that this attitude may be shifting,\textsuperscript{37} the significant gap between prevailing social


\textsuperscript{36} MARY MADDEN & LEE RAINIE, PEW INTERNET PROJECT AND COMSCORE MEDIA METRIX DATA MEMO: THE STATE OF MUSIC DOWNLOADING AND FILE-SHARING ONLINE 11 (2004) (noting that in 2000, sixty-one percent responded that they were not concerned about the copyright status of downloaded music; in 2003, seventy percent responded in the same way) available at http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_Filesharing_April_04.pdf (on file with author). Earlier surveys indicate that well over half of the respondents did not view downloading music as immoral. \textit{See} Moohr, \textit{supra} note 11, at 767-68 (providing surveys that indicate up to sixty percent of those queried think there is nothing wrong in copying songs, software, books, and movies for noncompetitive purposes).

\textsuperscript{37} Evidence suggests that civil suits initiated against file-sharers by the recording industry have had a deterrent effect. \textit{See} RAINIE & MADDEN, \textit{supra} note 36, at 1; \textit{infra} text accompanying notes 64-66 (discussing effect of civil suits against consumers).
norms and the values embodied in criminal copyright laws is likely to weaken their deterrent effect.

Under any theory of deterrence, it is more difficult to induce law-abiding behavior when underlying social norms do not support the law. Simply put, people are more likely to obey criminal laws that reflect community values or moral judgments of right and wrong. The internal control theory of deterrence suggests that people instinctively obey the law because they have internalized a set of values that mirrors social norms. Individuals who have internalized internal control theory of deterrence suggests that people instinctively obey the law because they have internalized a set of values that mirrors social norms.39

The content industry prevailed in its suits against companies that facilitated file sharing through a central server. See A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001). The suit against companies that provide peer-to-peer software that allows computers to search the files of other computers failed, however. See MGM v. Grokster, 380 F.3d 1154 (9th Cir. 2004), cert. granted, 125 S.Ct. 686 (2004). If the Supreme Court reverses the Ninth Circuit decision, the content industry may return to its policy of suing facilitators, with fewer suits against the public.

38 See Tom R. Tyler, Why People Obey the Law 64 (1990) (noting the most important reason that people comply with the law is that it comports with their views of right and wrong); Tom R. Tyler & John M. Darley, Building a Law-Abiding Society: Taking Public Views About Morality and the Legitimacy of Legal Authorities into Account When Formulating Substantive Law, 28 Hofstra L. Rev. 707, 722-24 (2000) (explaining that citizens abide by the law when they believe in the legitimacy of a law and the law reflects public moral values).

39 See Paul H. Robinson & John M. Darley, Justice, Liability & Blame 1-3 (1995) [hereinafter Robinson & Darley, Justice] (suggesting that community standards play a large role in deterrence); Tyler, supra note 38, at 64 (noting that an individual’s sense of right and wrong can often be attributed to the morals of society at large); see also Dan M. Kahan, Social Influence, Social Meaning, and Deterrence, 83 Va. L. Rev. 349 (1997) (discussing why individuals commit crimes and what deters them); Paul H. Robinson & John M. Darley, The Utility of Desert, 91 Nw. U. L. Rev. 453, 468 (1997) [hereinafter Robinson & Darley, Desert] (explaining that people usually obey the law because they value moral behavior and/or fear the disapproval of peers).

In addition, people obey the law’s directives because they respect its legitimacy. See Tyler & Darby, supra note 38, at 708 (discussing two values that underlie a law-abiding society the belief that laws describe morally appropriate behavior, and the belief that legal authorities are legitimate authorities whose directives ought to be obeyed).
these values become self-regulating; they unconsciously modulate their behavior to make it consistent with their internal principles and values. In copyright infringement, people are less likely to abide by the law because they have not internalized this new standard which conflicts with the competing social norm that copyrighted material is available for personal use.  

The absence of a shared social norm also influences those individuals who obey the law through conscious decisions based on external controls. The external control theory of deterrence suggests that people will act in ways that avoid the costs of breaking the law; rational potential offenders weigh the penalties and the likelihood of being prosecuted against what they hope to gain.  When apprehension and punishment outweigh the advantages of unlawful behavior, individuals will refrain from the behavior. But such rational potential offenders must first realize that they risk criminal penalties. In order to stimulate that realization and deter

---

40 See Moohr, The Crime of Copyright Infringement, supra note 11, at 771-73 (noting the presence of a powerful competing social norm that the public is free to use copyrighted material as long as it is for personal use).


42 Behavioral economists have shown that personal characteristics, such as optimism, may interfere with the rational calculation that leads to deterrence. See, e.g., JUDGMENT UNDER UNCERTAINTY: HEURISTICS AND BIASES (Daniel Kahneman et al. eds. 1982); Colin Camerer & Dan Lovallo, Overconfidence and Excess Entry: An Experimental Approach, 89 AM. ECON. REV. 306 (1999).
illegal conduct, consequentialists suggest increasing criminal penalties and enforcement efforts.\textsuperscript{43} Unfortunately, in order to obtain adequate deterrence of copyright infringement, legislators may need to increase penalties to unpalatable levels that do not reflect the harm or moral content of the violation, increase markedly the dollars spent on enforcement, or both.\textsuperscript{44}

A variant of the external control theory of deterrence suggests that some potential offenders might avoid conduct out of fear of disgrace. Again, when there is no shared social norm against infringement for personal use, individuals may not realize the conduct is criminal so that the negative incentive of being branded a felon has less effect. If they do violate the law, they are unlikely to experience the full impact of being branded as a felon because the criminal stigma does not attach. In the absence of a social norm, the incentive to obey the law is weaker because there is no negative consequence for disobeying. In sum, whether planned deterrence is a result of external laws or individuals internal controls, the absence of a robust social norm against copyright infringement indicates that a criminal law will not deter infringement at the desired level.

2. The Educative Benefit

An educative consequence of criminalizing conduct, closely related to deterrence, may also be classified as beneficial. The theory is that the formal legislative statement, issued in the name of the community, educates the public and thereby forms new social norms against

\textsuperscript{43} For application of this general theory to copyright law, see Mark A. Lemley & R. Anthony Reese, \textit{Reducing Digital Copyright Infringement Without Restricting Innovation}, 56 \textsc{Stan. L. Rev.} 1345, 1399 (2004) (speculating that prosecuting a small number of high-volume uploaders would have a strong deterrent effect on others).

\textsuperscript{44} See \textit{id.} at 1402 (recognizing that the level of sanction imposed on the few who are pursued may well seem radically disproportionate to the wrong they committed).
infringement.\textsuperscript{45} It seems reasonable to assume that educating the public about the existence and thrust of the law will increase law-abiding behavior to some extent, even among those who do not share its underlying value. That is, education may change behavior. Whether the formal statement can change underlying social norms, however, can not be so readily assumed.

Scholars have long considered the reciprocal relation between law and community values,\textsuperscript{46} but it remains unclear how criminal laws would operate in the context of copyright laws. On the one hand, the educative benefit of criminalizing infringement may be significant because the nuanced prohibitions of copyright law do not proclaim a clear standard of conduct and ultimately confuse consumers.\textsuperscript{47} On the other hand, if the underlying law is opaque, enforcing it through criminal law may not make it any clearer. Criminal laws are most effective in educating the public when the prohibition is \textit{Thou Shalt Not}, and are less so when the

\textsuperscript{45} Although this essay is purposefully confined to the consequentialist framework for criminal law, it bears noting that using criminal law to educate the public gives short shrift to the retributive, moral justification for criminal law. Under that theory, criminal law is most appropriately used to enforce established community norms. Violators are subject to moral condemnation and stigma precisely because the criminal law embodies and expresses the community's norms.


\textsuperscript{47} See Jessica Litman, \textit{The Exclusive Right to Read}, 13 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 29, 49-50 (suggesting that consumers may be confused and noting that copyright law is \textit{chock-full of provisions that don't make a lot of sense}); see also Christopher Jensen, \textit{The More Things Change, The More They Stay the Same: Copyright, Digital Technology, and Social Norms}, 56 STAN. L. REV. 531, 544 (2003) (characterizing copyright law as an intricate web of contractual and statutory arrangements that use middlemen to channel money from consumers to artists).
prohibition is  Thou shalt not copy under certain circumstances and certain conditions.  

In any case, the possibility of creating social norms through criminal law may be a chimera. Research indicates that criminal law is best viewed as a mechanism to reinforce community values that already exist. Criminal laws operate indirectly on individuals by influencing and strengthening group norms, which individuals then internalize through interactions during childhood with family members and friends. This is not to suggest that criminal law cannot affect community values. Environmental laws are often cited as a successful example of using law to educate the public. In that case, however, a significant grass roots

48 Jensen, supra note 4, at 532.

49 See Robinson & Darley, supra note 39, at 473-74 (presenting evidence that [p]assing a law cannot itself create a norm ).


51 See Robinson & Darley, Desert, supra note 39, at 468-71; see also Hardy, supra note 35, at 332-33 (commenting that instincts formed in childhood experiences about property are stronger than rational understandings of abstract rights in intangible property).

52 See, e.g., Zygmunt J. B. Plater, Environmental Law as a Mirror of the Future: Civic Values Confronting Market Force Dynamics in a Time of Counter-Revolution, 23 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 733, 737 (1996) (arguing that environmental law has come to incorporate a set of principles representing and accounting for civic values that extend far beyond the realm of science and current events ). Another often cited example is insider trading, which excites community condemnation, even when the harm imposed by such trades is diffuse and does not always occur. See Leo Katz, Ill Gotten Gains: Evasion, Blackmail, Fraud, and Kindred Puzzles of the Law 171-73 (1996) (noting that most people believe insider trading is clearly wrong despite the inability to define any concrete harm that the insider has caused).
effort supported environmental protection. In the case of copyright infringement, the grass root support generally goes the other way, in favor of no criminal liability. Support for criminal copyright laws comes from copyright holders, and the new laws have been characterized as the result of their successful lobbying efforts.

In the case of environmental law, there was also no competing social norm that valued pollution. In copyright, there is a powerful competing social norm that is enshrined in copyright law itself that the public is free to use material, subject to civil law limitations. Except for possible very long-term educative effects, the benefit of using criminal law to educate the public about copyright norms is not particularly promising.

3. A Note on Enforcement Efforts

Effective deterrence depends heavily on criminal and civil enforcement efforts, which give concrete meaning to statutory prohibitions. Thus, the Department of Justice issues periodic press releases that announce arrests and warn about the wrongfulness of file sharing and other infringing activities. Nevertheless, some members of Congress have criticized DOJ efforts, and

53 See David Sive & Daniel Riesel, A Grass-Roots Fire Spread Through the Law, Nat L. L.J., Nov. 29, 1993, at S24 (describing the grass roots efforts by many individuals to heighten public awareness of the need for environmental law).

54 See Jessica Litman, Revising Copyright Law for the Information Age, 75 Or. L. Rev. 19, 22-23 (1996) (claiming that, until recently, copyright law has been addressed primarily to commercial and institutional actors who participated in copyright-related businesses); Jessica Litman, Copyright, Compromise, and Legislative History, 72 Cornell L. Rev. 857, 903 (1987) (concluding that the 1976 Copyright Act skewed copyright law toward proprietors because of Congress reliance on industry specialists); Lanier Saperstein, Comment, Copyrights, Criminal Sanctions and Economic Rents: Applying the Rent-Seeking Model to the Criminal Law Formulation Process, 87 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 1470 (1997).

55 See United States Department of Justice, Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS), at http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/docs.html#doca (last
the content industries are likely to continue to lobby for increased enforcement. The expense of civil suits and the problem of collecting damages from consumers motivate the industry to shift the cost of enforcement to the criminal justice system and ultimately to taxpayers.

The DOJ, however, has shown little enthusiasm for actively pursuing consumers who engage in file sharing. DOJ statistics, which do not differentiate between commercial and personal use infringers, show that in 2003 U.S. Attorneys investigated only 88 copyright matters and filed charges against 50 defendants; the preceding three years show similar statistics. If other copyright-related offenses like bootlegging are included, 229 crimes were investigated and charges were brought against 165 people.

There are nevertheless some signs that the DOJ is beginning to take personal use infringement more seriously. Former Attorney General John Ashcroft recently announced that the DOJ had committed more resources to combating infringement, including adding personnel

56 See Bill Holland, Royalty Bill Heads to Bush, BILLBOARD, Dec. 4, 2004, at 6 (discussing a number of unresolved bills created to enforce copyright infringement laws).

57 See Jonathan Band & Masanobu Katoh, Members of Congress Declare War on P2P Networks, J. INTERNET L., Oct. 2003, at 22 (noting that enforcement of personal use infringers has not been a DOJ priority because the public is not interested in seeing students sent to prison for file sharing). For commentary on the resistance of law enforcers to the effort of lawmakers to change social norms, see Dan M. Kahan, Gentle Nudges vs. Hard Shoves: Solving the Sticky Norms Problem, 67 U. CHI. L. REV. 607, 608 (2000) (recommending that lawmakers gently nudge citizens toward desired behavior and attitudes by using less draconian penalties).


59 Id.
to district offices. In August, 2004, federal investigators mounted a complex enforcement effort against peer-to-peer file sharers alleged to have copied and distributed movies, software, games, and music. The initiative targeted those who made copies available for others to download. As a result, two men recently pleaded guilty to criminal copyright infringement for participating in peer-to-peer file sharing and face sentences of up to five years.

Civil enforcement of copyright laws provide an alternative to criminal enforcement and can also deter infringement. Civil copyright law provides for generous statutory damages and enhanced damages when infringement is willful. Despite this source of redress, copyright holders have been reluctant to sue consumers. Civil suits are expensive, may alienate consumers, and are unlikely to yield the copyright holder the full amount of awarded damages. That

---

60 See Task Force, supra note 27, at 19 -20 (outlining recommendations for significantly expanding enforcement).


63 Those who infringe copyrights for personal use are subject to civil suits brought by copyright holders. 17 U.S.C. § 504. Damages can be substantial. First, copyright holders may sue for actual damages. 17 U.S.C. § 504(b). Alternately, if they have met registrations requirements, plaintiffs may elect to recover statutory damages of up to $30,000 with respect to any one work. 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(1). When the plaintiff has proved the infringement was committed willfully, the court may increase the statutory damage award by $750 to $150,000 per work. 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2).
reluctance to use civil suits has been set aside, however, and the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) is suing individual file sharers on behalf of copyright holders.\textsuperscript{64} To the extent this effort is effective, it reduces the need for criminal law enforcement.

Evidence suggests that the RIAA suits may have had a deterrent effect on music file sharing. Following the first round of recording industry suits against peer to peer file sharers in 2003, downloading appeared to decline.\textsuperscript{65} A follow-up survey indicated that three months later the rate of file sharing had modestly increased from 14\% to 18\%.\textsuperscript{66}

In sum, the deterrence of infringement through criminal law may be less effective than anticipated, a general educative benefit is unlikely to change underlying social norms about personal use of copyrighted material, and enforcement efforts are uncertain. For these reasons, the benefit of using criminal law is smaller than might otherwise be anticipated. In contrast, the costs of using criminal law may be larger than expected.

\textbf{C. The Costs of Criminal Infringement}

Legislators seldom consider the costs of using criminal law. Those costs include financial expenses that can be predicted and quantified as dollar amounts, such as the community's costs of enforcement and incarceration. Economic harm to families of the


\textsuperscript{65} \textit{See} RAINIE & MADDEN, \textit{supra} note 36, at 1 (reporting that the percentage of music file downloaders had fallen from 29\% to 14\%; \textit{see also} BLACKBURN, \textit{supra} note 34, at (noting that downloads decreased after the RIAA brought civil suits against individual participants in file sharing networks).

\textsuperscript{66} \textit{See} RAINIE & MADEN, \textit{supra} note 36, at 5.
convicted and the value of the imprisoned felon’s lost income can also be estimated and should be included in the tally.\textsuperscript{67} If these items were the only costs, we could compare an estimate of the dollars gained by deterrence with the dollars spent on enforcement. But the cost of invoking criminal law entails more than dollars. Though some of these costs are not readily subject to quantification, it would be misleading to ignore them. The following sections discuss three nonmonetary costs: the effect on public access, the underlying policy of copyright law, and the criminal law itself.

1. \textit{Costs of Reduced Access to Copyrighted Material and Costs to Copyright Policy}

Copyright law delineates rights of both copyright holders and the public. New criminal laws and their interpretation and enforcement should account for both interests. Put another way, a new offense should cause no harm to either policy. But using criminal law encourages the idea that copyrighted material belongs to someone in the same way that physical property does, and that copyrighted material, like physical property, cannot be used without permission.\textsuperscript{68} This message is contrary to copyright law and policy, which accords the public certain uses in copyrighted material. In a global sense, treating personal use infringement as a type of theft creates a bias in copyright law that upsets the balance between the two purposes of copyright law. Using criminal law to deter unlawful copying emphasizes one purpose of copyright law, to

\textsuperscript{67} See Brown, \textit{supra} note 2, at 343-49.

encourage creation of new work. That emphasis on the incentive to create implies that the goal of maintaining public access is less important, an implication that undermines the balance between the dual mandates of copyright law.

More specifically, criminal enforcement, to the extent it deters infringing activity, may also deter socially valuable conduct that is not unlawful. Such overdeterrence occurs when people refrain from lawful conduct because they fear involvement with the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{69} In the context of copyright, the threat of being branded a thief and going to jail may cause a decline in public use of copyrighted material because law-abiding citizens may refrain from using it even when doing so is not illegal. Although that might not be viewed as problematic with respect to Internet file sharing of music and movies, the criminal copyright laws are not limited to file sharing.

The complexity of copyright law makes overdeterrence of using all kinds of copyrighted material more than a hypothetical problem.\textsuperscript{70} Consider that users have to distinguish between the factual aspects of copyrighted material, which they are free to use, and the expression of those facts, which they may not use. Similarly, they have to distinguish between the idea embodied in

\textsuperscript{69} See United States v. Walters, 997 F.2d 1219, 1224 (7\textsuperscript{th} Cir. 1993) (noting that those citizens who obey the law out of a sense of civic obligation rather than the fear of sanctions will alter their conduct); see also HERBERT PACKER, THE LIMITS OF THE CRIMINAL SANCTION 68 (1968) (noting the desire of law-abiding citizens to avoid involvement with the criminal justice system); Lynch, supra note 50, at 63 (suggesting that criminal law is most effective at speaking to the law-abiding public because it reinforces their values and behavior).

\textsuperscript{70} See Litman, Right to Read, supra note 47, at 48 (stating that much of the activity on the net takes place on the mistaken assumption that any material on the Internet is free from copyright unless expressly declared to be otherwise ); see generally Hardy, supra, note 35.
the work and the expression of that idea. The point is not that such good-faith users will be
criminal liability, but that they may believe they are and so refrain from lawful use.

Moreover, chilling legitimate use of copyrighted material can have the further effect of
decreasing production of expressive creation. Most copyrighted works are based, directly or
indirectly, on the work of others. Potential creators may be reluctant to use copyrighted work,
which is a sort of raw material for new work, when the potential cost of doing so is very high.
In this sense, overdeterrence burdens the incentive to create in much the same way that higher
license fees would. Although criminalizing copyright infringement may motivate creative

71 In addition, some uses of copyrighted material are protected. See supra note 18 and
accompanying text for a description of limitations on holders’ rights.

72 For instance, a recent survey showed that artists and musicians have embraced the
internet as a tool that helps them create, promote, and sell their work. See Mary Madden, Pew
(reporting that 52% of all online artists and 59% of paid online artists say they get ideas and
inspiration for their work from searching online), available at http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_Artists.Musicians_Report.pdf. The survey also revealed
that 35% of artists and 33% of musicians thought downloading a music or movie file should be
legal. Id.

73 Desisting from creative activity does not produce an observable event, making it hard
to prove this proposition directly. Nonetheless, economists provide evidence from antitrust law
showing that compliance measures adopted by firms to avoid antitrust problems have the effect
of eliminating some lawful actions. See Alan Bekeinstein & H. Landis Gabel, The Economics of
Antitrust Compliance, S. Econ. J., Jan. 1986 at 691 (If public policy makers hope to reduce
antitrust violations without at the same time reducing healthy competitive aggressiveness, then
policies to raise fines and reduce the probability that violations go unprosecuted will have to be
coupled with policies to reduce the likelihood that legitimate behavior is legally challenged by
enforcement agencies or private parties.); see also Michael K. Block & Joseph Gregory Sidak,
The Cost of Antitrust Deterrence, Why Not Hang a Price Fixer Now and Then? 68 Geo. L.J.
1131, 1133 (1980) (arguing that overinvestment in private enforcement is one reason not to
combine a low level of enforcement with excessive penalties).

74 See William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, An Economic Analysis of Copyright
Law, 18 J. Legal Stud. 325, 332(1989) (noting that increasing costs of using copyrighted
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activity by increasing its potential value, it may also reduce the material that is available for creative use and as a result lead to less creative output. Admittedly one cannot be certain that a criminal law will overdeter in this way or have this effect, but it seems inconsistent to rely on criminal law because of its power to deter and at the same time to ignore the unintended consequence of overdeterrence.

In sum, using criminal laws against infringement may impose costs on copyright policy by reducing public use of all kinds of copyrighted material, by creating a bias in copyright policy that emphasizes protection more than public use, and by reducing production of creative expression. In comparison, civil laws, with their generous statutory damages, can achieve a better balance because they do not run the risk of overdeterrence.

2. The Cost to Criminal Law

Instituting a criminal law regime to address copyright infringement, especially when infringement is for personal use, can impose significant costs on the future effectiveness of the criminal law and may even prove counterproductive. Criminal enforcement actions that impose harsh penalties for conduct that is not viewed as immoral or harmful can lower the community's respect for the criminal law and thereby diminish both its legitimacy and its general effectiveness.75 People who have not internalized the legal standard may obey the law because

75 This is a theme of early critics of regulatory crimes. See Henry M. Hart, Jr., The Aims of the Criminal Law, 22 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 401 (1958); Sanford H. Kadish, The Crisis of Overcriminalization, 374 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 157 (1967); Sanford H. Kadish, Some Observations on the Use of Criminal Sanctions in Enforcing Economic Regulations, 30 U. CHI. L. REV. 423 (1963). The theme has been revived by more recent scholarship. See Robinson & Darley, Desert, supra note 39, at 481 (noting that the deterrent effect of sentences may be undermined when the community views punishment as disproportionate and unjust). For current
they respect its legitimacy, even when social norms are in transition.76 But if respect and legitimacy are diminished, people will be less likely to obey or to impose informal sanctions on others.

Respect and legitimacy are threatened when a community norm that condemns prohibited conduct is not yet in place. In that situation, criminal enforcement coupled with severe penalties can make pawns of those caught in the transition period and offend community notions of due process, fairness, and commonly held ideas about notice and legality. If the community believes these severe sanctions are disproportionate to the offense, especially if only a small percentage of personal infringers are targeted, then enforcing criminal infringement crimes may be detrimental. To the extent that citizens reject rules that target people unfairly, they may similarly reject the legal system that promulgates and enforces such rules. In these circumstances, enforcing rules that do not embody a shared community norm may actually undermine the formation of a norm against the forbidden conduct.77

D. Evaluating the Costs and Benefits of Criminal Infringement

The assessment of benefits and costs indicates that the deterrent benefit of criminalizing

76 See Tyler, supra note 38, at 178 (noting that empirical evidence suggests Americans feel a strong obligation to obey the law and generally do so).

77 See Robinson & Darley, supra note 5, at 986 (noting that when people believe a law is unjust they may then perceive the legal system as a whole to be unjust, leading to a generalized contempt for the criminal justice system); William J. Stuntz, Self-Defeating Crimes, 86 Va. L. Rev. 1871, 1882 (2000) (explaining why broader criminalization of lying over the last century has failed to create stronger societal norms against lying and may actually undermine the societal norm against it).
infringement may be limited, while the costs to copyright policy and long-term effectiveness of the criminal law may be large. Although this assessment is not definitive, identifying costs and benefits makes it possible for decisionmakers to compare and balance them. That final assessment and the process of identifying and classifying effects is useful when a legislature considers a criminal enforcement measure. As a preliminary matter, the possibility that costs of criminalizing personal-use infringement may outweigh its benefits serves as a signal to lawmakers that treating infringement as a crime may not be an effective way to protect the long-term interests of copyright holders or the public. For our purposes, the cost-benefit analysis also serves a second function; it provides a specific conceptualization of the concept of overcriminalization.

III. The Benefits of Defining Overcriminalization Through Cost-Benefit Analysis

Defining overcriminalization as occurring when the costs of criminal enforcement outweigh the benefits serves as a screening device for proposed criminal legislation. Laws that survive the screening process are likely to be more specific as lawmakers tailor them to avoid unnecessary costs. This definitional strategy may also result in less reliance on criminal law as a regulatory device and, perhaps, fewer criminal laws. These results may have the further effect of avoiding or moderating the unintended effects of overcriminalization, such as vague prohibitions and duplicative crimes that expand prosecutorial authority and exacerbate other problems identified in this symposium.

78 For instance, this analysis did not consider whether the prevalence of plea bargains detracts from the deterrent benefit of enforcement. See George Fisher, Plea Bargaining S Triumphant 223 (2003) (stating that, in 2001, 94% of cases adjudicated in federal district courts were resolved through plea bargains).
The cost-benefit analysis employed here is different from that used by economists when they evaluate the efficacy of new regulations. The economists' evaluation of collective investment projects or social programs reduces social factors to a common denominator, money. In that sense, the analysis deals in commensurables, comparable factors that can be arrayed along a single dimension. In contrast, the costs and benefits of criminalizing personal use infringement that were identified in the preceding analysis are not easily converted into dollars, because the factors occupy many other dimensions. The dollar loss that criminal infringement law prevents must be set against the resulting harm to copyright policy and to the criminal justice system, factors that are difficult to convert to a monetary value.79 Weighing the gain to present and future copyright holders against the cost in decreased public use, the cost to copyright policy, and the possible lost credibility of criminal law is an exercise in weighing incommensurables. Thus, an admitted shortcoming of defining overcriminalization through cost-benefit analysis is the difficulty, in the absence of a common dimension, of weighing them against each other to make a global estimate of costs and benefits. Nevertheless, the difficulty of weighing factors that occupy different dimensions is not fatal. Even if the factors are not susceptible to monetization80

79 See Stephen Breyer, Regulation and its Reform 149-53 (1982) (outlining intractable difficulties in monetizing risks and costs). The clarity provided by dollar amounts may be an illusion because, many judgments are made when dollar values are assigned. See Cass R. Sunstein, Incommensurability and Valuation in Law, 92 Mich. L. Rev. 779, 841 (1994) pointing out that measuring social goods along a monetary metric can obscure the values hidden behind the number).

80 See Schauer, supra note 10, at 1215 n. 3 (Nothing about the claim that all values are commensurable entails the claim that the common metric is money.). Schauer suggests other common metrics, such as utility, self-expression, or virtue.
and are incommensurable, they are still comparable.\textsuperscript{81}

The main advantage of defining overcriminalization through cost-benefit analysis is that the method compels Congress to confront the effects especially the costs of treating conduct as criminal. Identifying costs and benefits brings information into the decision-making process and opens a fuller range of considerations that might otherwise escape public attention. By forcing decisionmakers to weight or prioritize these factors, the method identifies important social considerations.\textsuperscript{82} Thus, even when costs and benefits cannot be readily reduced to a common metric like dollars, estimating them is still likely to produce a better and more transparent decision.

In one sense, using cost benefit analysis to define overcriminalization accords with an underlying thrust of cost-benefit analysis in the administrative realm, which is to restrain the use of political considerations when making decisions. The analysis will necessarily reveal how a criminal law may privilege some interests and national policies and sacrifice others. In addition, as other considerations rise to the forefront through the identification and evaluation stages of the analysis, political considerations may become less significant.

The recommendation to utilize cost-benefit analysis when considering criminal legislation, although preliminary, merits further thought. As a first step, consideration might be given to integrating a cost-benefit definition of overcriminalization into the legislative process as

\textsuperscript{81} See id. at 1216 (distinguishing between commensurability and comparability).

\textsuperscript{82} For instance, challengers to a decision could argue that the assumptions employed in the cost-benefit analysis were unreasonable. See Posner, supra note 9, at 397; see also Sunstein, supra note 79, at 842-43 (arguing for a disaggregated accounting of effects in order to expose the full set of effects to public view).
it actually occurs. One issue is whether a cost-benefit analysis would alleviate the blurring of the institutional roles of Congress, the federal courts, and the executive branch that current academic research has identified in criminal lawmaking.\(^3\)

**Conclusion**

While acknowledging a lack of precision because the many consequences of criminalization occupy different dimensions, the analytic method of cost-benefit analysis offers a working definition: overcriminalization occurs when a complete analysis of the consequences of treating conduct as criminal indicates that the costs of treating a matter as criminal outweigh the benefits. This definition has the advantage of providing the content for debate over the substantive law at issue. In identifying and classifying all the consequences of a new law, the analysis provides necessary input into the determination of whether proposed criminal legislation is appropriate, ineffective, or counterproductive. The exercise recognizes that criminal laws impose costs as well as benefits. Advocating criminal penalties by invoking only likely benefits is somewhat disingenuous when its consequentialist justification requires an evaluation of all the effects of a criminal law.

Widespread criminalization exacerbates almost every critical issue in the jurisprudence of white collar crime. The issues affected include federalism and the federal role in criminal law, prosecutorial discretion and the power of prosecutors to obtain expansive interpretations of existing criminal laws, vagueness concerns and the preference of Congress to enact open-ended criminal laws, and the use of civil standards in evaluating criminal conduct. Yet it is difficult to tell when Congress is relying too much on criminal law to control conduct. Using a uniform

\(^3\) See *e.g.*, generally, Kahan, *supra* note 1, at 812; Richman, *supra* note 1, at 470.
definition of the term overcriminalization based on cost-benefit analysis would facilitate discussion not only of overcriminalization, but also of its consequences.